Bay Point was initially opened in 1962, and a new campus was opened in 2002. We are home to the Center for Advancement of the Sciences and Technology - a magnet program for math, science, foreign language, and technology since 1993. All classrooms have built-in interactive SMART Boards. Our world languages classrooms have SMART boards and the latest language lab technology.

**POINTS OF PRIDE**

- Project lead the way (Engineering)
- 3D and Digital Art Design
- Spanish 1 & 2
- On and off-site field trips to enhance the student experience
- Two Full Makerspaces for exploration with new technologies and design thinking
- Opportunity for up to 7 high school credits
- Gifted classes and services available
- Microsoft Certification opportunities
- South county champions for both girls and boys track and field as well as Pinellas County champions in boys flag football.

**SPECIAL SERVICES & PROGRAMS**

- Center for Advance of the Science and Technology
- Coming 24-25 Medical Wellness Professions & Artificial Intelligence (AI) Academies